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1   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 9.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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2   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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3   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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4   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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5   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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6   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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7   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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8   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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9   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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10   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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11   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 6 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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12   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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13   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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14   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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15   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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16   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 7 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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17   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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18   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 12.5 cm, and a detailed condition report is
available upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at
a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro
to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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19   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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20   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



21   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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22   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 11 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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23   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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24   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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25   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10.4 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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26   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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27   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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28   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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29   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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30   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 11 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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31   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 8 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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32   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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33   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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34   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 8 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



35   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 8 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



36   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



37   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



38   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



39   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



40   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 5.5 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



41   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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42   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 9 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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43   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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44   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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45   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 11.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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46   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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47   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately11.5 cm, and a detailed condition report is
available upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at
a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro
to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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48   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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49   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



50   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 8 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



51   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



52   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



53   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



54   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 13 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



55   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



56   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 5 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.

1



57   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 5.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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58   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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59   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 9.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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60   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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61   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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62   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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63   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 8 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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64   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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65   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 13.5 cm, and a detailed condition report is
available upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at
a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro
to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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66   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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67   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 8 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



68   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 8 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



69   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



70   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



71   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 4 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.

1



72   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 9 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.

1



73   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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74   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 11.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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75   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 5 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.

1



76   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



77   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



78   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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79   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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80   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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81   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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82   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 13 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



83   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



84   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 8 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



85   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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86   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.

1



87   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 9 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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88   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 7.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.

1



89   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 7 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.

1



90   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 6 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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91   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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92   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 13 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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93   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



94   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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95   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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96   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 9 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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97   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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98   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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99   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 12.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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100   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 2.4 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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101   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 13 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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102   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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103   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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104   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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105   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 7 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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106   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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107   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 13 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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108   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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109   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 7 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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110   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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111   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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112   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10.2 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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113   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 11.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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114   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 8 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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115   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.

1



116   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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117   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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118   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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119   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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120   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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121   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 2.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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122   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 9.4 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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123   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 13 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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124   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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125   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 13 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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126   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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127   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 8 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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128   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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129   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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130   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 9 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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131   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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132   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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133   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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134   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10.5 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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135   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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136   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 12 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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137   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 7 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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138   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 11 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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139   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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140   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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141   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 10 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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142   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 13 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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143   **Item Description:**Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD or later. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass
becomes a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking,
showcasing the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled
craftsmen of Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of
glassmaking is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending
functionality with aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** Restored with
meticulous care, this glass stands in excellent condition—free
from cracks, showcasing durability, and radiating timeless charm.
**Our Expert Review:** Executed with precision and
professionalism, this delicate work impeccably fulfills all the
needs and requirements of restoration and recomposition, as
validated by both our expert and The Nobel Collection's owner.
The family's proactive approach to acquiring even broken glass
pieces underscores their commitment to not only preserving but
also recomposing the historical essence of these artifacts,
showcasing a dedication to the artistry and craftsmanship of the
past. **Size:** "Please note that the size provided is
approximately 7 cm, and a detailed condition report is available
upon request." **Estimating Price:** Bidding will start at a
nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value ranges from 150 Euro to
300 Euro. This estimation is provided based on our expert's
review, considering the piece not just as an artifact but as a
distinguished work of art. Please note that this estimate is
indicative, and the final price will be determined by market
dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance of the
item description and condition outlined above. **Provenance:**
The Ancient Roman or Later Glass, presented in this collection,
originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel
Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and historical
significance, curated by a distinguished family with a keen eye for
both business and art. The family's fascination with glass
extended beyond pristine artifacts; they actively sought and
acquired broken glass pieces, showcasing a unique interest in the
art of restoration and recomposition. These broken fragments
were then meticulously offered to skilled artisans for professional
repair and recomposition, resulting in the seamless restoration of
historical glass artifacts.
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144   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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145   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 8 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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146   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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147   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 9 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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148   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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149   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 9 cm, and a detailed
condition report is available upon request." **Estimating Price:**
Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated value
ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is provided
based on our expert's review, considering the piece not just as an
artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note that this
estimate is indicative, and the final price will be determined by
market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a full acceptance
of the item description and condition outlined above.
**Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in this
collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The
Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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150   **Item Description:** Immerse yourself in the captivating
journey through time with this Ancient Roman Glass, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This glass becomes
a tangible chapter in the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing
the ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This glass stands in very good to
intact condition—free from cracks, showcasing durability, and
radiating timeless charm. It has not undergone any repairs,
preserving its original, found condition. **Our Expert Review:**
Executed with precision and professionalism, this delicate work
impeccably preserves the very good to intact condition of the
glass, ensuring it remains in its original, unrepaired state. This
commitment to maintaining the glass in its found condition
underscores the family's dedication to preserving the historical
essence of these artifacts, showcasing a profound appreciation
for the artistry and craftsmanship of the past. **Size:** "Please
note that the size provided is approximately 10 cm, and a
detailed condition report is available upon request." **Estimating
Price:** Bidding will start at a nominal 1 Euro, and the estimated
value ranges from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation is
provided based on our expert's review, considering the piece not
just as an artifact but as a distinguished work of art. Please note
that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will be
determined by market dynamics. Any placed bid is considered a
full acceptance of the item description and condition outlined
above. **Provenance:** The Ancient Roman Glass, presented in
this collection, originates from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s.
The Nobel Collection itself is a tapestry of cultural richness and
historical significance, curated by a distinguished family with a
profound appreciation for both art and history.
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151   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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152   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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153   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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154   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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155   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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156   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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157   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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158   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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159   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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160   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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161   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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162   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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163   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through time
with this captivating Ancient Roman Glass bracelet, dating from
100 AD to 400 AD. **Ancient Glass History:** This bracelet is a
tangible link to the rich history of glassmaking, showcasing the
ingenuity of ancient artisans. From the skilled craftsmen of
Ancient Rome to later civilizations, the evolution of glassmaking
is evident in this exquisite artifact, blending functionality with
aesthetic appeal. **Condition:** This bracelet is remarkably
preserved, standing in very good to intact condition—free from
cracks, exhibiting durability, and exuding timeless charm. It has
retained its original form without any repairs, maintaining its
authentic, found condition. **Our Expert Review:** Executed with
precision and care, this delicate bracelet impeccably preserves its
very good to intact condition, showcasing the dedication to
preserving historical artifacts. The commitment to maintaining
the bracelet in its original, unrepaired state underscores a
profound appreciation for the craftsmanship of ancient times.
**Size:** The dimensions of the bracelet vary, and detailed
measurements are available upon request, allowing you to
appreciate its unique proportions. **Estimating Price:** Bidding
will start at a nominal 1 Euro, with the estimated value ranging
from 150 Euro to 300 Euro. This estimation considers the bracelet
not only as an artifact but also as a distinguished work of art.
Please note that this estimate is indicative, and the final price will
be determined by market dynamics. Placing a bid indicates full
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Roman Glass bracelet originates
from The Nobel Collection in the 1980s. The Nobel Collection is
renowned for its cultural richness and historical significance,
curated by a distinguished family with a deep appreciation for art
and history.
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164   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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165   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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166   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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167   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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168   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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169   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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170   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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171   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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172   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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173   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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174   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Gold Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient gold ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient gold ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this gold ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Gold Ring originates from the Nobel
Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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175   **Item Description:** Embark on a journey through the
annals of time with this exquisite Ancient Silver Ring, dating from
100 AD to 700 AD or later. **Ancient Jewelry History:** This ring
is a remarkable testament to the craftsmanship of ancient
goldsmiths, reflecting the evolution of jewelry design across
civilizations. Its intricate details bear witness to the artistic
sensibilities of eras long past, offering a glimpse into the cultural
richness of antiquity. **Condition:** Professionally restored and
repaired, this ancient silver ring exudes elegance without overt
signs of intervention. Carefully refurbished to ensure structural
integrity, it maintains its original allure while harmonizing with
modern preservation practices. **Our Expert Review:**
Painstakingly restored by skilled artisans, this ancient silver ring
stands as a testament to meticulous care and conservation
efforts. While acknowledging its restoration, its enduring charm
and historical significance remain undiminished, ensuring its
place as a cherished artifact of the past. **Size:** The dimensions
of this silver ring vary, and detailed measurements are available
upon request, allowing you to appreciate its unique proportions.
**Estimating Price:** Based on its historical significance and
quality, the estimated value of this professionally restored
ancient gold ring is between 1000 Euro to 2000 Euro. Please note
that this estimate serves as a guideline, and the final price will be
determined by market demand. Placing a bid indicates
acceptance of the item's description and condition.
**Provenance:** This Ancient Silver Ring originates from the
Nobel Collection, a renowned repository of cultural artifacts. Its
association with this esteemed collection adds a layer of historical
significance, further enhancing its appeal to collectors and
enthusiasts alike.
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176   **Item Description:** Experience the epitome of
contemporary luxury with these exquisite 21st-century silver
jewelry pieces, sourced from the esteemed Nobel Collection.
**Modern Jewelry Elegance:** These silver jewelry pieces
represent the zenith of 21st-century design, embodying
sophistication and style. Each piece is a testament to modern
artistry, with sleek aesthetics and refined craftsmanship that
define contemporary elegance. **Condition:** Impeccably
maintained, these silver jewelry pieces showcase flawless
craftsmanship and enduring allure. They exhibit no signs of wear
or damage, reflecting the exceptional quality and meticulous
curation characteristic of the Nobel Collection. **Our Expert
Review:** Crafted with precision and finesse, these silver jewelry
pieces exude refinement and luxury. Their flawless design and
pristine condition make them icons of contemporary elegance,
garnering admiration from collectors and aficionados alike.
**Size:** Tailored to perfection, the dimensions of these silver
jewelry pieces vary to ensure a perfect fit for every wearer.
Detailed measurements are available upon request to
accommodate individual preferences. **Estimating Price:**
Valued for their exceptional quality and prestigious provenance,
these contemporary silver jewelry pieces are estimated to range
from 800 Euros to 1500 Euros. This estimate reflects their status
as coveted treasures from the revered Nobel Collection. Please
note that final pricing may vary based on market fluctuations.
**Provenance:** Originating from the illustrious Nobel Collection,
these silver jewelry pieces boast a lineage of excellence and
distinction. Their association with this esteemed collection
underscores their prestige, making them highly sought-after
additions to any discerning collector's repertoire.
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